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INTRODUCTION 
A function u(z) is said to be differentially gebraic (DA) if it satisfies a 
non-trivial gebraic differential equation (ADE), that is, an equation of 
the form 
P(z, y) =m y(z), y’(z), . . Y’“‘(Z)) = 0, 
where P is a polynomial with complex coefficients in its n+ 2 variables. In
this paper we study the class of DA functions we call differentially cyclic, 
which means that u(w’[z) satisfies every ADE satisfied by U, where CO is a 
primitive rth root of unity and r is a given positive integer, r>/ 2 and 
k = 1, 2, . . . . r - 1. In particular if r = 2, then o = - 1, and we then call u 
differentially even. For example, sin z is an example of an odd differentially even
function, since sin( -z) satisfies every ADE satisfied by sin z. In Section 2
we prove a set of equivalent conditions for u to be differentially cyclic 
which are similar in many ways to the conditions in [R-S, Proposition I] 
for autonomous, or differentially periodic functions. 
In Section 3 we examine the properties ofthe differentially evenfunctions 
in more detail. Inparticular we show that neither the sum nor the product 
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of two differentially evenentire functions need be differentially even. This 
was somewhat surprising. Indeed we show that the differentially evenentire 
functions are dense in all the entire functions in the usual topology. 
There is in fact an abundance of differentially cyclic entire functions for 
each r, which follows from the fact that if is any DA entire function and 
g is a differentially cyclic entire function, then fog is differentially cyclic. 
The proof of this requires a deep theorem of Steinmetz. (See Appendix S.) 
We refer the reader to [R-S] for some of the needed details on Steinmetz’ 
theorem. Indeed the key results of this paper depend heavily on the founda- 
tions laid in the paper of Rubel and Singer on differentially periodic 
functions (this is the term the authors now prefer to use in place of 
“autonomous functions”). The key difference inour paper is that we con- 
sider functions u which are differentially invariant with respect o the finite 
cyclic group G = {z + z, z + oz, . . . . z + o r- ‘z >. The group G considered in 
[R-S] is the infinite group of translations {z+ z + c},., e, or, equivalently, 
for a single complex number c # 0. 
1. CYCLIC DIFFERENTIAL POLYNOMIALS 
Throughout the paper we let r be a fixed positive integer, r 22, with 
w = a primitive rth root of unity. 
We use C for the complex numbers, and @[z]( y} for the ring of 
differential po ynomials in the indeterminate y,with coefficients that are 
algebraic polynomials in the complex variable z (y is not to be confused 
with the imaginary part of z). We shall use P(z, y) to denote elements of 
C[z](y} instead of P(z, y). P(z, y) acting on u is simply denoted P(z, u). 
DEFINITION 1. A differential monomial M = cz” - ‘y”[ y’ ] n1 . . . [ yCk’] “k is 
said to be congruent to j mod r if C,“= _ , pn, =j mod r, or equivalently if
r-n-, +n, + ... + kn, =j mod r. A differential po ynomial P is congruent 
to j mod r if P = C Mi, each Mi a monomial congruent to j mod r. 
DEFINITION 2. (i) Let Vj = {differential po ynomials P with P con- 
gruent to j mod r}. Note that Vi, = Vi, if j, =j, mod r. 
(ii) Let V= VOu V,u ... u Vr-r, and call a differential po ynomial 
P in V cyclic. For example, if r = 3, then z(Y’)~ + z2y5 + yy”“’ is in Vi. 
We now prove some useful results about cyclic polynomials. 
For a differential po ynomial P of order k, the coefficient of the highest 
power of y@) is denoted by I and is called the initial, and dP/ay(k) is 
denoted by S and is called the separant. Also, d/dz(P) E P’ denotes the 
derivative ofP as a differential po ynomial. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose P E V. Then P’, IP, and SP are each in V. 
Theorem 1 will follow directly from the following lemmas, which prove 
a little more than we need here. 
LEMMA 1. PE Vi* P’E Vj+l. 
Proof. We use induction on the order of the differential po ynomial. So 
assume the lemma holds for all differential po ynomials of order <k - 1. It 
suffices to prove the lemma for differential monomials of order k. So let 
M= cz"-1y"O.. . [ Y’k- l)]nk-I [ y(k)]W, N= M/[ y’k’]We Now 
MEVj=--n-,+n,+ ... +(k-l)n,-,-tkn,=jmodr 
--n-,+n,+ ... +(k-l)n,_,~(j-kn,)modr. 
Now M'=N.nk[y(k)]nt-ly(k+l)+N,[y(k)]n~, 
Since NE Vjhkknk, by the inductive hypothesis N’ E Vjpknk + , , and thus 
N. [Y’k)]wl yW+UE I/. -V J-kknk+k(nk-l)+k+l- j+l 
and 
N’CY’~)I”‘E vj-kknk+l+knk= VJ+I. 
Thus M’ E Vj + 1. To start he induction, note that a differential po yno- 
mial P of order 0 is an ordinary polynomial, and (d/dz) P is the ordinary 
derivative. If P= zp, -p=jmodr, then P’=pzpml and -p+l= 
(j+ 1) mod r. The extension to general polynomials in Vj is immediate. 
Note. In the proof of Lemma 1, and in other parts of this paper, we use 
the easily proven fact that P E Vi,, Q E V, implies PQ E Vi, + jl. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose P E Vj and the order of P = k. Then SP E Vjvk. 
Proof: It suffices to consider monomials ME Vj, M = cz”-‘y”O .. . 
[ y(k)]nk with --n-, +n, + ... + kn, = j mod r. Then SM = c . nkz”-‘y”’ .. . 
[ Y’k- l)]m-I [y’k’]w 1, and it is immediate that SME Vj-k. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose PE Vi, order of P = k, with [ yCk)lnk the highest 
power of yCk) occurring in P. Then IP E Vj _ &. 
Proof: Immediate upon considering each monomial which contains 
[ y(k)]nk. 
Now given an analytic function u(z) on some neighborhood of the 
origin, let u,(z) = u(cz), c a complex constant. 
LEMMA 4. If PE Vi, then P(z, u,)(z) = wjP(z, u)(m). 
Proof: It suffices toconsider the case when P = znm’yno[ y’]“’ . . . [ yCk)lnk. 
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Then 
P(Z, U,,,)(Z) = 2” '[U(WZ)]""O"'[U'(WZ)]"' ...(l)linr[(U'k'(Oi)]'r* 
= d-1 - 0 ,I, + +kn~[14(wz)]H~ [U’(K)]“‘. . [u’k’(oz)]“’ 
= (w;)” I (()!I I - !)I + ~t”r[u(W;)]“o [u’(oz)]“l,~~ [U(yWZ)]nr 
= w’P(2, u)(oz) since --n-,+n,+ . . . +kn,Ejmodr 
and CO’= 1. 
From Lemma 4 we immediately obtain 
LEMMA 5. Suppose P is cyclic and P I II (i.e., P(z, u) = 0). Then P I u,,. 
LEMMA 6. Every differential polynomial P can he written in a canonical 
way as P = xJ:d P,, nlhere ach P, E V,, 
ProqJ: Easy. 
2. DIFFERENTIALLY CYCLIC FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 3. Let U(Z) be analytic (or meromorphic) at the origin. We 
say that u is differentially cyclic if u is differentially gebraic, and if every 
ADE satisfied by u is satisfied by ~,,,t, for k = 1, . . . . r - 1. 
Before we prove our main result, itis natural for us to ask whether there 
are any functions u which are differentially cyclic, but not cyclic-i.e., such 
that U, f U. Here is one way to construct such a U. 
THEOREM 2. For every r there exists an entire fiction u which is 
differentially cyclic, but not cyclic. 
Proof: Let u(z) = c,e’+ clew’+ ..’ + c,e”‘‘-I’. 
We now show that the c,‘s can be chosen so that 
u(wz) = u(z + 1). (1) 
Indeed, for (1) to hold, the c, must satisfy the linear system 
c, = emc2 
(#) 
cr-, =e OJ’ -’ c, 
c,=e.c,. 
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Using the fact that 1 + w + ... + w’- ’ = 0, it is not hard to show that this 
system has non-trioial solutions, and thus (1) holds. Now u, 8 u, else 
c,=c2,c*=cj ,..., c =c,, which clearly does not hold for non-trivial 
solutions of (# ). Recalling the terminology and results in [R-S], a 
differentially a gebraic function u is said to be autonomous if u(z + c) 
satisfies every ADE satisfied by u(z), for each complex constant c. We shall 
prove 
u is autonomous. (2) 
Note that, by (1 ), u(&z) = u(z + c,.) for some constant ck, k = 1,2, . . . . r - 1. 
Then by (2) u must be differentially cyclic, and that will complete the proof 
of Theorem 2. To prove (2), note first hat z cannot be written as 
P(u, u’, .. . . dm’)/Q(u, u’, .. . . u(“)), where P and Q are polynomials, since u is 
a linear combination of exponentials. Then by Proposition 1 of [R-S], u 
must be autonomous. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following are equivalent. 
(i) u is differentially cyclic. 
(ii) Let P = xJ;h P,, where each Pje V,. Zf P(z, u(z)) = 0 for all z, 
then P,(z, u(z)) = 0 for all z and all j. 
(iii) Let I= u’ be the radical differential ideal of all differential 
polynomials that annihilate u. Then I has a (finite) basis of cyclic dgferential 
polynomials. 
(iv) z cannot be written as P(z, u)/Q(z, u) where 
PE V,@ ... $ V,..., and QE Vo, Q(z, u)fO. 
(v) u has a minimal differential polynomial which is cyclic. 
Remark. By a minimal polynomial for u we mean a differential po yno- 
mial in u’ which is of minimal order (say n), and of minimal degree in u”‘). 
To say that a differential po ynomial P is lower than a differential po yno- 
mial Q is to say that either P has lower order than Q, or that P has the 
same order (say n) as Q, and that the degree of P in u’“) is lower than the 
degree of Q in u(“). 
Proof of Proposition 1. (i) + (ii) Suppose u is differentially cyclic, and 
that P(z, u) = 0. We have 
r-l 
1 P,(z, U) = 0, each PjE V, 
J=o 
I- I 
C pj (Z9 U&) = 09 
J=o 
(4) 
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since u is differentially cyclic. By Lemma 4, for k = 0, 1. .., 
f’,(z, u ,,L) = ok’P,(z, u)(o” z). Then (4) becomes 
Y dJP, (z, u)( &) = 0, for k =o, 1, . . . . r- 1. 
/=O 
For each k, replace z by w k~ in (5). This yields the linear system 
‘Ii okJP,(z, u) = 0 for k=O, l,..., r- 1. 
J=O 
r- 1, 
(5) 
(*) 
The matrix A = (ai,) with uii = 00 is a Vandermonde matrix and hence 
det A # 0. This imphes that k,(z, u) = 0 for each z and j= 0, 1, . . . . r - 1. 
(ii) + (iii) By the Ritt-Raudenbush Basis Theorem, there is a finite 
basis f Qi} for u’. Write Qi = XI;; Q,, Qii E V,. Then each Q, E U’ by (ii), 
and since V= V, u ... u V,, Q,, E V and is thus cyclic. 
(iii)*(i) Let B={Qi} b e a basis for u’ of differential po ynomials 
in V, and let PEU’. Then there exists a positive integer such that 
pr = x A,Q:“‘, A,i differential po ynomials. By Theorem 1, each Qi”’ E V. 
Since Q~“‘Eu-, by Lemma 5, Q!“(z, u,,+)=O for k =O, 1, . . . . r- 1. Hence 
pl(z, u,,,t) = 0* P(z, u,k) = 0, and thus u is differentially cyclic. 
(ii)* Suppose z= P(z, u)/Q(z, u), where PE Vo@ ... $ V,-, 
and QG Vo, Q(z, u)#O. Then P(z, u)-zQ(z, u)=O, where P=c;:i P,, 
Pje I’,. Since -zQ E V, _, and -zQ(z, u) # 0, this contradicts (ii). 
(iv)*(ii) Suppose P E u-, P = 1;:: P,, P, E I’,, and suppose 
P,(z, u) # 0 for some j. Let I be the smallest non-negative integer such 
that P,(z,u)#O (so’ that I<r- 1). Then c;:: P,(z,u)=O which 
implies ’ x5:, z r+‘+‘Pj(~, u)=O and hence z=(-E;:,‘+~ z’+‘+‘Pj(z, u))/ 
(2 r+‘P,(~,u)), where z’+‘P,E V. and ~‘+‘+‘P,E V, .,-’ for j=/+ i,..., 
r- 1. 
(ii)*(v) Suppose A4 is a minimal polynomial for u, and write 
A4=~J~~ M,, Mjcz V,. By (ii), M,(z, u)=O for each j. Each Mj is lower 
than or equal to M, and M # 0 * M, # 0 for some j. Thus for some j, M, 
is a minimal cyclic polynomial for u. 
(v)*(i) Suppose M is a minimal polynomial for u, with ME V, 
and suppose Q(z, U) = 0. By [R-S, Lemma lc], there are non-negative 
integers a and p such that Flap E [M] = differential ideal generated 
by M. By Lemma 5, R(z,u,t)=O for any RE[M] and k=l,...,r-la 
Y(z, u,,) I@(z, n,t) Q(z, u&) = 0. Note that if S(z, U,I) = 0 or I(z, u,,,,) = 0, 
then S(z, u) = 0 or I(z, u) = 0 by Theorem 1 and Lemma 5. Since S and I 
are each lower than M, we must have Q(z, uUt) = 0 for k = 1, . . . . r - 1. Since 
Q is an arbitrary element of u’, u must be differentially cyclic. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
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3. DIFFERENTIALLY EVEN FUNCTIONS 
In this section we consider the special case when r = 2, and say that u is 
differentially evenif u is DA and if every ADE satisfied by u(z) is satisfied 
by U_(Z) = u( -z). In this case a cyclic differential po ynomial is either even 
or odd, according to whether P is a sum of monomials of the form 
cz”- ly”O .. . [ y(y with --n-,+n,+n,+ . ..even or odd. (Even 
corresponds to V0 and odd corresponds to V,). The reader can easily check 
that this is consistent with Definition 1 in Section 1 for r = 2. We feel it is 
of interest to state Proposition 1 in this case and examine some of the 
properties of differentially evenfunctions. 
PROPOSITION 1 E. The following are equivalent. 
(i) u is dtfferentially even, 
(ii) Let P = P, + P,, where P, is even and P, is odd. If P(z, u) = 0, 
then PJz, u) = P,(z, u) = 0. 
(iii) I= u’ has a finite basis consisting of even and odd difJferentia1 
polynomials. 
(iv) z cannot be written as P(z, u)/Q(z, u), where P and Q are even 
and Q(z, u) # 0. 
(v) u has a minimal polynomial which is even. 
While Theorem 2, with r = 2, yields an entire function which is differen- 
tially even, but not even, a simple example is u(z) = sin z which is an odd 
differentially evenfunction. 
One way to show that sin z differentially evenis the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose u is DA and entire, say, with u periodic. Sup- 
pose also that there exists a complex number c such that u(z + c) = u( -z). 
Then u is dtfferentially even. 
Proof By [R-S], every periodic DA function is autonomous, and thus 
every ADE satisfied by u(z) is satisfied by u(z + c). Since u(z + c) = u( -z), 
u is also differentially even. 
COROLLARY 1. sin(nz) and sinh(nz) are differentially even for a,ll 
integer n. 
The next two results are somewhat surprising. 
PROPOSITION 3. There exist two dtfferentially even entire functions u and 
v such that u + v is not differentially even. 
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PIYX$ Let u(z) = sinh z and r;(z) = cash z. Now 11 is differentially even
by Corollary I, while c’ is even, and is thus trivially differentially even. 
u + I: = e’, which is not differentially evensince e’ satisfies y’ -J = 0, while 
e ’ does not. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exist two dfferentially even entire functions u and 
v such that uv is not dlyferential1.v even. 
Proof: Let u(z) = sin z and v(z) = 1 + 2 cos z, which is actually even. 
Then w = uv = sin z + sin 22, which satisfies the ADE 
4p’ = (63~ - p’ - 64( Y”)~)~, p = 16~’ + 33. (6) 
Equation (6) is easy to check using the fact hat p = (8 cos z + 1)’ for y = H 
and(~~~)2=(1-co~2~)(8~~~~+1)2.N~~u(-z)=-u(~)doesnotsatisfy 
(6), as is easily checked by looking at z = n, say. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose u is DA and d$ferentiallWv even, and suppose 
that {u, u’} is algebraically independent over C(z, u”), which is the differen- 
tial field generated by z and u”. Then u + z is difSerentially even. 
Proof: Let v(z) = u(z) + z, and suppose P(z, v) + Q(z, v) = 0, where P is 
even and Q is odd. It is not hard to show that {u, v’} must also be 
algebraically independent over @(z, u”) = C(z, 0”). Then since P and Q 
have no terms in common, neither P(z, L;) nor Q(z, v) involves v or t“. But 
then P(z, u + z) = P(z, u) and Q(z, u + z) = Q(z, u). Since u is differentially 
even, P(z, 10 = Q(z, u) =0 and hence P(z, L;)= Q(z, v)=O so that v is 
differentially even, by Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 6. z can he written as the difference of two differentially 
even entire .functions. 
Proof Let U(Z) = J [J e” dz) d z, so that u” = ezz. Then u satisfies the 
hypotheses of Proposition 5 (this follows from the theory of integration i
finite terms, and was communicated to us by Michael F. Singer), hence 
z = (z + u) - u is the required ecomposition. (Note that we can choose u 
to be even). 
In the next section we use the fact hat z + E I(! e” dz) dz is differentially 
even for any E > 0 to show that the differentially evenentire functions are 
dense in all the entire functions under the topology of uniform convergence 
on compact subsets of C. 
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4. COMPOSITIONS WITH DIFFERENTIALLY CYCLIC ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
We return to the case of general r2 2, and prove our second main result. 
THEOREM 3. If g is a differentially c clic entire function and f is any 
differentially algebraic function that is meromorphic in all of C, then f 0 g is 
differentially cyclic. 
Remark. Theorem 3 certainly does not hold if g is not meromorphic in 
C, even if f and g are both differentially cyclic. For example, f(z) = sin z 
and g(z) = sin ’ z are both differentially even, but f 0 g = z is certainly not. 
In this section, we use the notation K[u] to denote differential po yno- 
mials with coefficients that are polynomials in z, in place of the earlier 
notation K(z, u). We now introduce the ring R{ y} of differential po yno- 
mials in u, with coefficients in the ring R generated by the polynomials in 
z and the functions f(‘)(g), v= 0, 1, 2, . . . . where f is a given meromorphic 
function and g is a given entire function, We assume that f is not a 
polynomial-Theorem 3 is very easy to prove if is a polynomial. 
We can make R into a differential ring as follows. Define 
S(f “‘(g)) =I (‘+ ‘j(g), &p(z)) =p’(z) (the ordinary derivative of the 
polynomial p), and extend 6 to a derivation on all of R using the Leibniz 
product rule and linearity. This makes R into a Ritt ring, so that the 
differential Euclidean algorithm holds in R{ y}. Note that the f““(g) are 
considered as formal elements of the coefficient ring R, and not as functions 
of g. Later, after the Euclidean algorithm has been used, we will identify the 
f (‘I( g) as functions of g. 
Now if K is in @[z] { y }, we define the differential po ynomial R[ y] in 
R(Y) by RCYI =KCfavl, with f (‘)( y) replaced by f (‘I( g)throughout. For 
example, if K[ y] = y”, then R[y]=f”(g)(y’)‘+f’(g)y”. Note that 
R[g]=K[fog]. If M=cf(‘l’(g)...f(‘m)(g)z”-ly”U...[y’k)]n’, wesay that 
Me Vj if -n-,+n,+ ... + kn, = j mod r, and extend this definition to 
arbitrary elements of R{ y } in the natural way. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be an ordinary differential polynomial in Vi. Then 
RE tj. 
Proof. We use induction on the order of K. Suppose, then, that the 
lemma holds for all differential po ynomials K of order not exceeding k. It 
suffices toconsider the monomial M = z” ly”” .. . [ yCk)lnA [ y” + ‘)lnk * I, with 
A4 in V,, so that -n-,+n,+ ... +kn,+(k+l)n,+,-jmodr. Now for 
KCYI=Y 3 N) R[ y] = C! of ‘i’(g) M,[K], where each Mi belongs to Vk, by 
the inductive hypothesis: Then if L[y] = y(‘+ I), we have 
Z[y]= 5 {f’i”(~)y’Milvl+f’i’(~)($Milyl)}’ 
i=O 
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By Lemma 1, .f “+“(g)y’M;[y] E Fk+, and f”‘(gN(4dz) M,bl)~ pk + ,. 
Hence LE 8,+ ,. Also, if N=M/[t@+“]‘rr+l, then NE r, ,kt ,jnr,,, 
by using the inductive hypothesis-Since M = NLnA+ I, we see that 
again 
fi E p, (k t I ,q , + (k + I ,.,, *, = t,. 
Beginning the induction is easy, and thus the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We can assume g is not a polynomial, since it is 
easy to show that a differentially cyclic polynomial must actually be cyclic, 
i.e., g(oz) = g(z). But then f 0 g would also be cyclic, and hence differentially 
cyclic. 
Now let h = f 3 g, and suppose that h is nor differentially cyclic. We shall 
derive a contradiction. By Proposition 1 there exist differential po ynomials 
P and Q in C[z] { y} such that 
PChl + QChl =O, QChl ZO (7) 
with PE V,@ . . . @ V, , and Q E VO. (We can assume Q E V,, by multiply- 
ing through by a suitable power of z). Let M be a minimal polynomial for 
g in V,,. The order of M is positive since g is not a polynomial, and hence 
not algebraic. By the Euclidean algorithm, there exist non-negative integers 
x and p such that 
I”SPQrEmod [M] inR{fl 04) 
with L lower than M, I= initial of M, S= separant of M, and [M] the 
differential deal generated by M. We view ME C[z] { y } as a differential 
polynomial in R{y}. Now Qe VO=’ 0~ 8, by Lemma 7. By Theorem 1, 
I”Spe V, for some j. so that I”SpQ E v,,. We now need the following 
crucial emma. We defer its proof to the end. 
LEMMA 8. LE vjojo. 
Define 
P[yJ =Z”SPP[y] +L[y]. (9) 
Then m[g] = 0 since mg1 =rsPP+ mg1- u”sPQCsl - ~Cgl). 
Note that P[g] + Q[g] = P[h] + Q[h] =0 by (7), and rSBQ-z~ [M] 
by (8). Now @[g] =FSaP[g] + l[g] =0 can be written (see [R-S]): 
; F,(g) H,Cgl + c G,(g) &Cgl =O, (10) 
II 
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where the F, and G, are meromorphic functions of g and the H, and K, 
are in C[z] {y}. The sums in (10) are not trivial, because P[g] #O and 
also z[g] # 0. For if t[g] were 0, then pS@Q[g] = 0. But I[g] # 0 and 
S[g] # 0 since I and S are each lower than M. Hence we would have 
Q[g] =O. Now P[g] and Q[g] do not vanish because P[h] and Q[h] do 
not vanish, by (7). 
Note the important fact that the H, and K, do not involve g itself, but 
only proper derivatives ofg. The first sum corresponds to pSsP[g], the 
second to z[g]. Since g is not a polynomial, using Steinmetz’ Theorem 
(see Appendix S; note that, as in [R-S], the hypotheses of Steinmetz’ 
theorem are satisfied) we can replace the F,, and G, in (10) by polynomials 
P, and Q, in g, This yields 
F P,(g) H,Cd + c Q,(g) K,Cd = 0 
P 
(11) 
or 
P*[g] + L*[g] =O, P*, L* E @[zl{ y}. where (12) 
P’=c P,H, and L*=xQ,K,. 
Note. There is no cancellation fterms in (11) when one assumes, as 
we do, that there is no cancellation fterms in (lo), because the H, and 
K,, do not involve g itself, and because the P, and Q, are polynomials in g. 
CLAIM. P* E VjO+, @ ... @ V,,+ ,- , and L* E V,, and L* is lower rhan 
M. 
Proof of Claim. 
v,-,=dE t&3 
PSBPE V,O+, @ ... @ VjO+,-, since PE V, @ ... @ 
. .. @ t, _ , by Lemma 7, and since I”SB E V,O. Also, by 
Lemma 8, z E t,,,. Replacing F,,(g) by P,,(g), we get P* E V,, 1 $ ... $ 
vjo+r- I since no derivatives ofg are involved in that replacement. For the 
same reason, L* E V,. Recall from (8) that J! is lower than M so that each 
of the K,, occuring in (10) is lower than M (the K,, are ordinary differential 
polynomials) since M has order >O and the G, in (10) do not involve 
derivatives of g. But then this translates to (1 l), since the Q, are just 
polynomials in g and hence L* is also lower than M. This proves the claim. 
Since z[ g] # 0, t $ 0 and therefore some G, in (10) is not zero. Then 
by Steinmetz’ Theorem, some Q, f 0 in (11) and hence L* f 0. Since L* 
is lower than M from the claim, L* [ g] # 0. But g is differentially cyclic, 
and hence by Proposition 1 and the claim, this is a contradiction. Thus h 
must be differentially cyclic. So the proof of Theorem 3 is complete after: 
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Proof of Lemma 8. Write ,? = C;zA zj, zj E vj. Then (Z“SBo - z,,) [g] - 
C;:i,jfj,, z,[g] = 0. If CJ:A,jzjO L, is identically zero, then we are done. If 
not, using Steinmetz’ Theorem, we have S* [g] - r*[ g] = 0, where 
S* E V, and T* E V,, @ . . @ V,- r \ V,. But g is differentially cyclic, and 
thus T*[g] =O. Now ,? lower than M implies that T* is lower than A4 
and hence T* = 0. Arguing as earlier, this implies that ~J$zjO, zj= 0, 
which imples that z = zj,, and hence ,! E vjO. 
(Note that if the order of 2 is 0, then T* might very well be higher than 
E, but the order of T* will still be 0. Since the order of M is positive, T*
is still lower than M. If order of e is positive, then T* must be lower than 
or equal to 2.) 
We remark that the same method proves that M is minimal for g in 
R{ y}. This fact, in the appropriate context, can be used to fill a small gap 
in the proof of Theorem 1 in [R-S]. 
We now prove an interesting result for differentially evenfunctions. 
THEOREM 4. The difSerentially even entire functions are dense in the 
space of all entire functions, in the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets of @. 
Proof: We can approximate z by z + E J [j eZ2 dz) dz, which is differen- 
tially even (see Proposition 5 and the proof of Proposition 6). By 
Theorem 3, r = 2, f (z + E s (s eZ2 dz) dz) is differentially even, where f is any 
differentially gebraic entire function. Letting E+ 0, we get a sequence of 
differentially evenentire functions converging to f: Since the differentially 
algebraic entire functions are dense, the proof is done. 
5. OPEN QUESTIONS 
It is natural to consider the class of differentially gebraic functions u
such that u(cz) satisfies every ADE satisfied by u(z), for every complex 
number c. Call the set of such functions S. It is reasonable to ask whether 
there are any non-constant functions in S that are analytic at 0. The answer 
is “yes”. For example, we can show that the compositional inverse u(z) of 
ze’ is in S. We cannot answer, however 
QUESTION 1. Is there an entire function in S? 
Using the techniques of Sections 1 and 2, we can prove a result similar 
to Proposition 1. For example, it can be shown that u E S if and only if u 
has a minimal polynomial M which is a sum of monomials 
kz”-‘yno..  [yck)lnk with ---n-i + n, + . . . + knk = 0 (no congruence here). 
The analog of the other parts of Proposition 1 can be proven as well. 
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QUESTION 2. What does the corresponding theory look like for other 
groups of transformations of plane domains? Of particular interest would be 
the modular group G, acting on the upper half-plane H, generated by 
z + z + 1 and z + - l/z. Thus, a dtfferentially a gebraic holomorphic function 
for H would be called dtfferentially automorphic (with respect to G) if 
f (z + 1) and f ( - l/z) satisfied every ADE satisJied by f 
APPENDIX S 
We use the standard concepts and notation of Nevanlinna’s theory of 
value distribution. 
STEINMETZ THEOREM[S]. Let F,, F1, . . . . F,,, (m 2 1) be meromorphic 
functions on C, none of which vanishes identically. Let ho, h,,..., h be 
arbitrary meromorphic functions on C. Let g be a nonconstant entire 
function, and suppose that 
f T(r, h,) < KT(r, g) + S(r, g), (0) 
P’O 
where K is a positive constant. Further, suppose that 
F,(g)h,+F,(g)h,+ ... +F,,,(g)h,=O. (1) 
Then there exist polynomials PO, P,, . . . . P,, none of which vanishes ia’enti- 
tally, so that 
Po(g)ho+Pl(g)hl+ ... +P,,,(g)h,=O. (1’) 
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